
Ready to turn insights into action?

AI to IASM 

Turning Artificial Intelligence into Individual Action
Artificial intelligence and machine learning can be powerful tools for driving individual action. With AI 

to IASM, Paytronix provides insight into your guests’ patterns, behaviors, wants, and needs, helping you 
motivate desired actions and build lasting relationships. 

Improve Efficacy of Campaigns
Every guest should receive relevant messages.  

AI-driven marketing aims to connect with guests on such 
a personal level that it’s as if each campaign were crafted 
specifically for them. With AI to IA, advanced segmentation and 
predictive analytics generate campaigns tailored to behavioral 
patterns like visit cadence and purchase history. For example, the 
Missed Visit Score enables you to identify regular guests who 
haven’t visited – based on the individual’s usual frequency – and 
reach out with an offer.

Increase Order Frequency
AI helps entice more visits.  

Building a day-of-the-week predictability model can identify 
guests to target for visit increases. AI enables you to pinpoint the 
optimal guest segments for a particular challenge, and multiple 
ones can be designed so that you can target all guests with a 
single campaign. Machine learning then allows you to determine 
which rewards are best at driving guest behavior, whether it’s 
visiting five times in a month to get a free coffee or earning bonus 
points by visiting six times in two weeks. AI continually optimizes 
the challenges and rewards as it learns.

Maximize Order Size
Data and behavioral info produce results.  

Why waste time with offers that are bound to be rejected? Our AI 
to IA Recommendation Engine provides a data-informed way to 
offer customers the items they actually want. Meanwhile, Menu 
Variant Testing allows you to test menu items with a percentage 
of guests, assess performance, and optimize your offerings based 
on real data. 

Curate an Ideal Guest Experience 
A highly personalized interaction prompts guests  
to engage.  

With AI to IA, guests receive relevant messages – timed to sync 
with their behavior – featuring offers that truly interest them. It 
allows you to promote menu options based on an individual’s 
profile and ordering history, like making beer recommendations 
that appeal to a unique palette, and even accounts for known 
allergies and preferences, such as suggesting gluten-free items.
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DOWNLOAD THIS EBOOK TO LEARN MORE

OR CALL (617) 649-3300 X5

https://www.paytronix.com/resources/unlocking-the-power-of-data-take-the-guesswork-out-of-marketing.aspx
https://www.paytronix.com/resources/unlocking-the-power-of-data-take-the-guesswork-out-of-marketing.aspx


How Can AI to IA Help Solve Your Problem?

CHALLENGES AI TO IA SOLUTIONS YOUR IDEAS

Improve Efficacy of Campaigns

Create an Ideal Guest Experience

Maximize Order Size

Increase Order Frequency

- Advanced Segmenation
- Predictive Analytics

- Missed Visit Score

- Order History
- Beer Recommendation Engine
- Allergy Preferences

- AI Recommendation Engine
- Menu Variant Testing

- Day-of-the-week Predictability Model

CONTACT US:  617-649-3300, ext 5  /  www.paytronix.com

https://www.paytronix.com/


CASE STUDY: PRIMANTI BROS

Tapping Artifical Intelligence to Re-engage Guests

Identified three best offers: $5, $8, and $10 off

Employed missed visit score to segment those guests 
who had missed at least one visit during COVID

Deployed messages with offers in A/B/C test

Exceeded cross-client benchmark by at least 2%

50% increase in spend

IMPACT

of all targeted guests visited Visit Lift

15% 90% +ROI

617-649-3300, ext 5  /  www.paytronix.com

https://www.paytronix.com/
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